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Loose fitting materials allow you the flexibility of movement while maintaining style and comfort. The fun & whimsical designs will have your little
tyke going nuts. Whether you're looking for a Halloween costume, tiny cosplay team member, or Christmas present the Newcosplay Kids Animal
Pajamas will make the ideal gift! DETAILS - The adorable and eye-catching ch... 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
37,90 €

Discount -9,00 €

Ask a question about this product 

Manufacturer 

Description Product description

Adult Size
S suitable for height from 4'9'' -5'3'' (146cm -159cm)
M suitable for height from 5'3'' -5'7'' (160cm -169cm)
L suitable for height from 5'7'' -5'10'' (170cm -180cm)
XL suitable for height from 5'10'' -6'2'' (178cm -188cm)
If you have any questions,please feel free to contact us!Thank you very much!
Luxury and lively design make you stand out!
Notes:
1.Sleeping,Chilling,Watching shows,Listening to music,doing all your favorite things in and out of the house.
2.As different computers display or Light colors differently, the color of the actual item may vary slightly from the above images.
3.With the difference in the measurement method, please allow 1-3 cm in size deviation.
About Handling & Shipping Time
We usually dispatch the items within 24 hours (UTC+8: 9:00~16:00) by USPS during the business days, but in order to avoid of occasions for
example like holidays, weekends, or any other breaking times, we set the handling time as 7 days. Please understand.
*IMPORTANT: For protecting our most valued customers. After 29th November 2015, all the GENUINE NEWCOSPLAY costumes will be
attached with 'NEWCOSPLAY' LOGO tags
(Orders Fulfilled by Amazon & Shipped from US address excluded), otherwise, directly report to amazon then ask the seller to return it and get
your money back.

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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